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ABOUT
VESTA

Vesta is a private student organisation (PSO) that was
established in 2008.

PSO’s provide a community to all students who do not
make use of university accommodation. In other words,
since you are not going to live in a university residence
you were automatically assigned to the Vesta PSO.
This will be your community that connects you to the
greater Stellenbosch experience. We provide the
platform for every member of Vesta to make new
friends and develop social networks whilst developing
as an individual.
Whether your needs lie in sports, cultural activities,
social events, leadership, academics, or community
outreaches etc., Vesta is your first port of call.
Vesta even gives all Newcomers access to a trained
mentor in order to assist them with their journey of
transition into the university.
What do you have to do to utilize all of this to your
advantage?.................................... Just show up!
We as a leadership team cannot wait for you to
experience everything university life has to offer and
even more importantly to welcome you into our
community!

OUR VALUES
Like any family, in order to thrive we make use of a value-driven
system which means that the decisions made in our Vesta
community are guided by our values. We also
Look to these values as to what is considered as acceptable in
the Vesta community. We encourage each Vestonian to apply
the values of the house to every activity in which they partake as
this will ensure a healthy and successful time at Stellenbosch
University.

CHIVALRY
A selflessness governed by the principle of putting any other
human’s needs above one’s own.

LOYALTY
A reciprocal relationship between members where the house
offers belonging and the members in turn offer their voluntary
willingness to actively uplift and contribute to the house.

RESPECT
A due regard for any other’s humanity, the environment or social
context, sealed with a bond to not violate it under any
circumstance great or small.

LETTER FROM OUR
PRIMARIUS
Dear Vestonian,
It is with the utmost pride that I wish to congratulate you on being accepted to Stellenbosch
University, more specifically to Vesta. We cannot wait to meet you!
I am Jurgens Pieterse, currently studying Psychology. I am originally from Limpopo. However,
I completed my last year of school in the Western Cape and I have a passion for people.
Because of my very own experience of Vesta and the open acceptance into this family I found
a home away from home. With Vesta I found a passion to help others, the growing of my
knowledge and a betterment of my skills and this inspired me to get involved.
As Prim I will be representing Vesta in the broader community of this institute. It is my sole
responsibility to make your voice as a Vestonian heard and to offer you a platform from
which to grow from and help guide you. Orientating yourself can be challenging especially in
a new space. With the help of my team and I, we will smoothen the transition from High
School to Stellenbosch University. Our aim is to create a memorable experience for you and
to help you create new authentic connections.
A final thought, as a person who went through this
myself, I know it can be a bit intimidating and you
might even feel nervous. I want to assure you that your
feelings are valid and that it is okay to feel these
natural emotions, this is a process not a jump. Your
path might be unclear now but step-by-step, day-byday, we learn we grow together! We are Vesta!
Thank You.
Kind Regards
Jurgens Pieterse

LETTER FROM THE VICE
PRIMARIUS
To the future of Vesta PSO,
I’d like to congratulate you on getting past the hardest part of university,
getting in. Vesta PSO is here to welcome you and make your university
experience memorable and far more engaging. I wish you all the best as you
enter this challenging yet exciting phase of your life.
As Vice Primarius I am responsible for discipline and culture. We have a House
Committee, Mentors, and a seniors committee. I form part of the House
Committee and we are your support network. Of our three values my favorite
one is Loyalty. There is no Vesta without loyalty. This value is what transforms
us from a private student organization to a family. This is where you will make
friends, family, companions, and brothers. Welcome to Vesta and I encourage
you to make the most out of this experience. University is good, but university
as a Vestonian is even better. The world is your oyster, make the most out of
this opportunity and stay motivated!
Thank you for this.
Kind regards,
Sinetemba Xesi

IMPORTANT DATES AND
INFORMATION
1 February – Tuesday 14:00 – Only Law Students arrive at the Wimbledon Hub
Law Students will be welcomed a day earlier due to the faculty’s schedule thus,
Vesta will provide Newcomers studying law necessary information and a campus
tour from 14:00. Please arrive at the Wimbledon Hub (Behind the Helshoogte
and Eendrag residences).
2 February - Wednesday 08:00 - All Newcomers arrive at Wimbledon Hub for
registration.
At Registration – You will be provided with the option of purchasing Vesta
merchandise along with meals for the welcoming period. 19 meals will be
provided for from the 3rd to the 12th of February.
2 February to 12 February – Vesta along with SU has created a welcoming
programme that will allow you to orientate yourself on campus, make friends
and get ready for the year ahead.
14 February - Monday Class starts
Funds will be required on the first day to purchase Vesta merchandise and meals
for the course of the Welcoming period. This amount may also be placed on your
student account. Please contact Nazir Mowzer at 23124547@sun.ac.za if
financial assistance is required or for additional information on meals and
merchandise.

The Purpose of Welcoming
Newcomers are welcomed on campus 2 weeks before other students to help
with the acclimatisation to the community. Part of Vesta’s responsibility is to
make the adaptation process easier and to give newcomers an idea of what life
is like at SU. This is done through campus tours, information sessions and
interactions with different communities.

Highlights of the welcoming program and some terminology
Cluster day: On this day you will have fun with students from the cluster who
will be studying in the same faculty as yourself. This will help you to get to know
a few people with whom you are going to go to class and maybe forming study
groups in future.

Vensters: This is the ultimate event within the program in which all newcomers
take part in a musical which helps them get to know each other and those we
are partnered with. Vesta is partnered with sisters PSO Aristea and ladies’
residence Sonop for the event and together we form Sonestea

Socials/Skakels:

These

are

social

interactions

with

other

communities/residences or PSO’s that occur with fun activities to help
newcomers get to know their fellow Maties. One of the best feelings you will
have will be greeting a new friend you run into on campus a few weeks after
welcoming.

Critical Engagement: These activities are about learning how to treat people
on campus and opening a world of different ideas that you probably had not
known about.

Tips for welcoming
• Bring sunscreen, a water bottle, and a cap everyday
• Bring your own lunch and dinner on the first day
• If possible, have your accommodation, furniture and living
necessities finalized before the program starts on the 1st/2nd.
This will allow you to enjoy the program without having to worry
about those during a phase so important to your time at SU.
• We will help you to get your student card so do not worry about
that
• Have your questions ready since our mentors and house
committee members will be there to answer them
• Know that everyone around you will be in a new space therefore
it is unnecessary to feel intimidated since everyone is in the
same boat.
• Attend and enjoy the program that was designed for your
enjoyment!

MEET YOUR HOUSE COMMITTEE

Jurgens Pieterse

Sinetemba Xesi

Primarius, Wellness, Hub-Maintenance

Vice Primarius, Discipline,
Culture
23889012@sun.ac.za

24349771@sun.ac.za

Jordan Pastor

Head Mentor,
Merchandise, Social
Media
24063460@sun.ac.za

Nazir Mowzer

Financial Manager,
Health and Safety,
House Committee Food
23124547@sun.ac.za

Njabulo Mdhluli
Leadership Development,
Vensters
23551577@sun.ac.za

Sivuyisiwe Qonongo
Women Empowerment,
Critical Engagement,
Secretary, Strategic Advisor
22823824@sun.ac.za

Dieter Kapp
Socials, First years
Committee, Social Media
22949046@sun.ac.za

Jon-Ross Court
Alumni, Critical
Engagement and
Sponsorship
23943254@sun.ac.za

Dawid Oosthuizen
Welcoming-week, Sports,
Sustainability
22552359@sun.ac.za

Akhona Sandaza
Seniors Committee CoHead, Social Impact, House
Dance, House fund Dance
21567026@sun.ac.za

Christof Smith
Seniors Committee CoHead House Dance, House
fund Dance, Vensters,
Jooltoer
21956731@sun.ac.za

LETTER FROM THE HEAD MENTOR
Dear fellow Vestonians,
My name is Jordan Pastor, and I will be fulfilling the role of Head Mentor for
Vesta in 2022. I have been given this honour and it is my duty to lead a very
important group of leaders, who you will be in close contact with for the
duration of your newcomer year.
A mentor is someone who will hold an array of responsibilities in the House,
most important of all is guiding and assisting the newcomers of Vesta in their
journey of Stellenbosch, not only an academic journey but an overall astounding
and humbling Stellenbosch experience.
Myself, along with my mentor team, known as the Order of the Phoenix, will
always be there to lead you based off of our own experience, as well as the
knowledge we have gained from others. The House Committee and the mentors
will be working tirelessly to ensure that you, our newly inaugurated Vestonians
flourish to the heights we wish to see every Vesta phoenix soar.
Thank you for this.
Kind Regards, Jordan Pastor

MEET YOUR MENTORS

Joseph Lutz

BSC Mathematical
Sciences
24696854@sun.ac.za

Michiel Kuhn
BCOM Actuarial
Sciences
25310313@sun.ac.za

Shawn Day
BA Drama and Theatre
Studies
24950904@sun.ac.za

David Stewart

BSC Earth Sciences
25472917@sun.ac.za

Yasr Jappie
BENG Electronic and
Electrical
22639187@sun.ac.za

Joshua Boshoff
BSCAgric Soil Sciences
23728655@sun.ac.za

Charles Murphy

Aco Mitrovic

Schalk Smith

Michael Beyers

BSC Biodiversity and Ecology
23620544@sun.ac.za

BSC Molecular Biology
and Biotechnology
25212567@sun.ac.za

BCOM Economics
24234796@sun.ac.za

BSC Molecular Biology
and Biotechnology
25212567@sun.ac.za

Ajay Adriaanse
BMusic
25139428@sun.ac.za

Blessed Ncube
Theology
2533009@sun.ac.za

Dear Vesta Newcomer.
Congratulations with your acceptance at Stellenbosch University and a warm welcome to Vesta.
Studying at Stellenbosch University is a great honour and I wish you all the best as you enter this
challenging yet exciting phase of your life. As a prospective first year you stand at the beginning of
an exciting period in your life.
As PSO Coordinator, I am responsible for managing Vesta, along with its House Committee and the
Mentors. We are your support network that will assist with your academic and social integration at
the University. Please, if you have any questions, do not hesitate to ask. Vesta believes in a value
driven system. We consider these values in all we do.
The last year has been an extremely challenging year for us all with 2022 lining up to be just as
complex. In these tricky times our communities, relationships and ability to constantly evaluate our
context has become more important than ever. The fallout from COVID19 has shown us just how
unstable our world can be. This instability has also however brought the best out of us. We have
forged new paths, built new relationships and innovated in ways we could never have imagined.
The PSO Space has ensured that students, even when physically isolated from one another, still
remain connected to each other as well as campus life.
I encourage you to make the most of this experience and to take a hold of each and every
opportunity that comes your way. In today’s world, a degree can only get you so far. Your
experience at Vesta PSO is what will allow you to go further and to leave Stellenbosch University as
a well-rounded graduate. Vesta is your portal to an exciting out-of-class and co-curricular
experience which will go a long way to giving you an upper hand one day when you graduate.
We look forward to meeting you and I can assure you that you will be welcomed into our family
with open arms.
Regards,
Jethro G. Georgiades PSO Coordinator
PSO Coordinator
021 808 2791: jethro@sun.ac.za or www.sun.ac.za/pso

WIMBLEDON
CLUSTER

Welcome to the Wimbledon cluster!
Clusters is an initiative started where different residences and PSO’s are grouped together, to
promote interaction between students. Clusters promote community building, offer a wider
support structure beyond the house only and allow for collaboration and innovation to take place.
A wide array of events are arranged by the cluster and they really are something to look forward
to, especially cluster day, which will take place during welcoming. Vesta belongs to the
Wimbledon cluster. The residences and PSO’s in our cluster are:
Vesta | Irene | Sonop | Aristea | Helshoogte | Eendrag
The cluster’s values are Care, Trust, Friendship and Freedom. You will meet our cluster conveners,
Jos van der Linden and Lukhanyo Ngamlana, during the welcoming period.
Wimbledon cluster has a building known as the Wimbledon hub. You will be introduced to this
building and become especially familiar with it as Vesta’s offices are in the hub. You can also get
food here from a range of delicious snacks and meals that the restaurant Chalkboard has to offer.
The hub is the perfect study area along with a place to meet up with friends from the cluster. You
will meet the newcomers of the other residences and PSO’s during an exciting cluster day.
We are so excited for you to join the Wimbledon cluster!

MEALS IN VESTA
Meals during the year:
We urge you to please pack your own lunch on the first day of welcoming, the 2nd of February when
you register as Vestonians. From the 3rd to the 12th of February, you will receive lunch and dinner,
provided you signed up for food parcels at registration for Vesta. During the year, Vestonians may
eat meals in the Irene, Eendrag and Helshoogte dining halls. The cluster menu offers a wide variety
of meal options, stretching from standard meals to vegetarian and everything in between. After the
welcoming program students can book meals through my.sun.ac.za (we will assist you). A standard
meal costs about R35 per meal. Meals must be booked two days in advance.
Around the corner from Vesta there is also a coffee shop called Padkos, which boasts with coffees,
smoothies and delicious cakes. Students may pay for these meals on campus using their student
cards meaning that the balances will be deducted from their student accounts.

Be sure to follow us on all our social media platforms to stay up to date
with the latest vesta news!

@VESTA_PSO

VESTA PSO
HTTPS://WWW.SUN.AC.ZA/ENGLISH/LEARNINGTEACHING/STUDENT-AFFAIRS/CSC/PRIVATESTUDENTORGANISATIONS-(PSOS)/VESTA

HEALTH
Parents/ students are kindly asked to inform our health and safety officer, Nazir Mowzer, if the
student has any serious allergies, suffers from a sickness, or falls ill.
No medication may be provided to students by Vesta's management. Every student is kindly
urged to bring along basic medical stock, for example: pills, plasters, ointment for insect bites
and wounds and especially chronic medication. The Stellenbosch University Campus Health
Service (CHS) offers an integrated and accessible health service for students within walking
distance of Vesta (standard medical fees apply). These services are provided in 5 focus areas
(family medicine, health promotion and preventative medicine, sports and exercise medicine,
occupational medicine and physiotherapy) by experienced and appropriately qualified medical
practitioners. CHS is also licenced to dispense medicine and has an equipped pharmacy for this
service. Free nursing services are available. These health facilities will be shown to all new
Vestonians during the welcoming program. A first aid kit will be carried with the newcomers to
every event during the welcoming period in case of an emergency.
For more information visit: http://www.sun.ac.za/campushealth
For after hours and emergencies, the nearest hospitals are:
Stellenbosch Medi-clinic 021 861 2000
Stellenbosch Hospital
021 808 6100
Casualties
021 808 6147/84
A Map to get to Campus Health from the hub:

SAFETY
Campus security makes an important contribution to campus safety through patrolling and
offers an effective reaction capability, thereby creating a system of staff and students taking
primary responsibility for their own safety. Make sure to save campus security’s number to your
phone. Every Vestonian should take responsibility for their own safety. Students who exhibit
high risk behaviour make themselves vulnerable and contribute to an unsafe campus and Vesta.
Their behaviour creates opportunities for crimes and attacks by criminals on campus. Our best
security system is all Vestonians giving their full cooperation.

High risk behaviour includes the following:
-

Being on the streets in the early hours of the morning (even in small groups)
Being in the streets, particularly at night, under the influence of alcohol or other substances
Leaving doors and windows open or unlocked
Using expensive and sought-after sports bikes/ poor bicycle locks on
Campus displaying valuable items when carrying them (laptops, cell
Phones, tablets etc.)

CAMPUS SECURITY – 021 808 2333

ENJOY YOUR WELLDESERVED HOLIDAY
AND WE WILL SEE
YOU SOON!

Tick off the items on this list over the next few years!
Stellenbosch Bucket List

1. Braai at the Hub with Vesta
2. Go to the Stellenbosch Markets
3. Watch a rugby match at Nuweland – this one changed to Green Point Stadium
4. Go strawberry picking
5. Take the train to Kalk Bay
6. Watch a summer concert at Kirstenbosch
7. Climb Stellenbosch Mountain
8. Watch a show at Artscape
9. Become part of the coffee culture of Stellenbosch
10. Hike up Jonkershoek and visit the waterfalls
11. Climb Leeukop and Table Mountain
12. Eat a burger at Hudson’s
13. Make a trip to the “hangbrug”
14. Eat ice cream in Kerk straat
15. Watch a free US lunch hour concert in the Endler
16. Eat a roosterkoek at the Cocreate Hub
17. Watch a movie at Pulp Cinemas
18. Go to the Thirsty Scarecrow for drinks and a pizza
19. Go to the beach
20. “Damduik”
21. Do a wine tasting at one of the many wine farms
22. Be in the bib during exam season when hundreds of students suddenly run through and
cause chaos. This has been happening for decades.
23. Watch “Woordfees” shows
24. Play soccer on the secret field in Jonkershoek
25. Rent a Maties bike
26. Visit Babylonstoren
27. Drink a Milo slushie and eat a ciabatta at Caltex
28. Visit the Franschhoek motor museum
29. Join the gym. You don’t have to go.
30. Watch rugby at Dorp

